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Sam Harper, age 10 

Oscar and Meg are best friends who live 

next door to each other.  They talk each 

night through their bedroom windows 

and really understand each other.  Meg 

knows how special Oscar is.  His apple 

tarts seem to bring good luck, make 

everyone who eats them feel better and 

one of them possibly even saved Barney's 

life.  But Meg has to leave.  Her family 

are moving to New Zealand for six 

months and it's hard for a friendship to 

last when you're on the other side of the 

world, especially when someone else is 

interfering.  Things go downhill when 

Oscar disappears and everyone starts to 

believe the worst, however Meg and 

Oscar's younger brother, Stevie, refuse 

to give up hoping and searching for their 

friend.  Is Oscar OK, will they find him in 

time and how can Barney help unravel 

the mystery of his disappearance? 

‘The Apple Tart of Hope’ is a book about friendship and how good 

friends never give up on each other.  I liked the way that each chapter was 

written from either Meg or Oscars point of view as it showed how each of them 

saw the same event so differently.  This isn't the sort of book I would usually 

read but I'm so glad I did.  A really well written, heart-warming tale.  I 

loved it! 

 



Jasmine Harris-Hart, age 12 - 

www.jasminesblogonbooks.blogspot.co.uk 

An emotional teenage story about love,friendship and hope. A real 

tear-jerker.  

Oscar goes missing and is presumed dead, but his brother Stevie and friend Meg 

believe he is still alive and they never give up hope. 

I found the story a bit gloomy at the beginning but still wanted to find out what 

actually happened. 

It was confusing at first as the chapters switch viewpoints between the two 

main characters, but as the story continued I got used to it. 

Meg writes a 'love letter' to Oscar but doesn't post it because she thinks it will 

ruin their friendship. But when Paloma moves into Meg's old house she finds the 

letter hidden under the mattress - will she post it ? 

Emails between Oscar, Meg and Paloma tell the story too. 

I would like to have seen some illustrations in this book but it was good to see 

'Oscar's tips to make the perfect apple tart at the end. 

This is a bit of a teenage love story.  I thought it was good even though it wasn't 

to my usual taste. 

I think this would be suitable for teenage girls that like to read about love, 

friendship and hope. 

I would rate it 7/10. 

 

Jodi Coffman, age 12 

This is a real page turner.  I couldn't wait to get to the end of the 

book to discover Oscar's fate.  It is exciting and  captivating.  A must 

read!  

The story switches narration between a 14 year old girl, Meg and her best friend 

Oscar.  Oscar has gone missing and Meg and Oscar's younger brother refuse to 

believe he is dead.  Meg returned from a long trip abroad when she hears of the 

news and together with Oscar's brother they try to discover the truth.  She finds 

out that Oscar became close to Paloma in her absence and is suspicious of her 

intentions. I warmed to Meg with her unwillingness to give in and Barney who 

wanted to repay the good deed done to him by Oscar. Will she ever find out 

what really happened to Oscar?  I urge you to read the book and see! 



Alice East, age 9 

This book is about a boy called Oscar who has an unusual hobby of 

making apple tarts to cheer people up when they are feeling sad.  

I thought this was a great a book because it had lots of adventure in it. 

The language was not to hard to read but not too simple. 

The book starts off quite sad because Oscar has jumped off the edge of the pier 

and is missing.  The book becomes more interesting as it explores the run up to 

the event of Oscar jumping off the pier.   

The book is like a must read machine as you want to find out what happens next 

and it is hard to put the book down. 

This book was very different to other books I have read but I really enjoyed it.   

I would recommend this book to both boys and girls - I think it is excellent! 

 

Emma Baird, age 11 

This book is about a boy named Oscar. Oscar’s best friend is Meg. Well until she 

goes to New Zealand that is... but all is well as there is a girl; Paloma, who fills 

the empty space that Meg left inside him.  

Then things start to go wrong after Oscar is chosen to represent the school in a 

talent contest with his apple tart baking skills. People start to tease him and he 

gets so miserable that he decides to…. 

This book is very emotional as most characters thinks Oscar is dead but the fact 

that most characters have given up make those who still believe in Oscar appear 

very heroic for not giving up on him. 

I really like this book because ‘The Apple Tart Of Hope’ is really 

about hope, trust, and not giving up on people. 

 

Isabel Kardos-Stowe, age 10 

Some books you never want to end. ‘The Apple Tart of Hope’ is one of them. It is 

a heart felt story about Meg and Oscar. They had lived next door to each other 

for ages, talking to each other every night via their windows. They both really 

understand each other and are the best of friends.  Meg's family decide to have a 

six month trip to New Zealand. At first she doesn't want to go, but Oscar tells 

her that she should take the experience. Pamela moves into Meg's house and 



seems to get on with Oscar very well, but is she as good as she seems? 

Oscar makes apple tarts. Not just any apple tarts, they are the apple tarts of 

hope. Everything seems to be better after just one slice. Just before Meg's family 

leave Oscar gives them one of his apple tarts, but little does Meg know that 

when she gets back Oscar won't be there. When Meg gets back Oscar is gone! 

Presumed dead. Everyone seems to have given up hope except Oscar's younger 

brother Stevie.  

Will Meg and Oscar's friendship last over seas? Or will it crumble like a poorly 

made apple tart? 

I love this book! Each chapter is written from either Meg's point of 

view or Oscar's. This is interesting because it tells you how different people 

are feeling about the same events. My favourite character is Stevie because, 

despite being in a wheel chair, he is very hopeful. He believes that Oscar is not 

dead. Infact, he might not be very far away at all.   

Truly a great read. Suitable for ages 10 and above. Even though it is 

a children's book, some adults might like to read it aswell. 

 

Eva Majury, age 10 

Oscar Dunleavy has a very special gift.  His homemade apple tarts make 

everyone feel better.  Things go wrong when Oscar's best friend Meg goes to 

New Zealand and the “venomous” Paloma sets her sights on Oscar.  Oscar goes 

missing, presumed dead and Meg is determined to find out what happened to 

him.  

The story was a bit slow to start but when Paloma arrives things get a bit more 

interesting.  She's a really nasty character – sugar sweet on the outside but 

rotten on the inside.  You can see how Oscar and his friends are in awe of her. 

Bit by bit we find out what she does to get revenge on Oscar but how will Meg 

discover the truth? 

This is a story about the strength of friendship and family. It shows 

how bullies can twist the truth but end up being found out.  I think 

girls aged 10 and over will enjoy this tale about growing up and finding who 

your real friends are. 

 

 

 



Jade Craddock - Adult 

Oscar and Meg are best friends, they’ve lived literally within whispering 

distance for years and share a powerful bond. But when Meg’s family go to New 

Zealand for six months, being separated opens up the possibility for doubt, 

insecurity and jealousy in this most endearing of friendships. And without the 

love and support of each other, their young lives are quickly turned upside 

down. ‘The Apple Tart of Hope’ is a book of superlatives.  A truly special and 

captivating story, the author has created one of the most beautiful 

characters in Oscar, one of the saddest portraits of hope lost and one 

of the most redeeming endings of hope regained.  

 

 

Charlotte Rosevear, age 10 

Brilliant! I found this book hard to put down. 

The story is about a boy called Oscar  who likes baking apple tarts and goes 

missing. 

His best friend Meg will never give up hope when Oscar disappears. His brother 

Stevie will not believe that he is dead. 

And Paloma. A girl who wants every boy to love her and fall at her feet. Stevie 

and Meg believe that Oscar is alive. But he is gone for such a long time that even 

Meg loses hope. So will he come back? Read and find out!!!! 

 

Eloise Mae Clarkson, age 11  

This book was okay. I thought it was a bit boring and that nothing exciting 

happened. It just didn't amaze me. I did like the fact that each character had 

their own story behind them but they didn't really do anything. I'm sure other 

people will like this book but it didn't really interest me. I'm just not 

a fan. 

 

Ella Grabsky, age 14 

‘The Apple Tart of Hope’ was a good little read. It didn't require a lot of brain 

power to read and understand it. Alternating chapters between Mag and Oscar, 

the story is one of true friendship and what it means to be loved. Even though 

the novel is quite a simple one, Fitzgerald touches on some deeper topics that 



you would usually find in books for older readers. These topics are only gently 

touched upon but still we get the sense this book is not just for younger readers. 

I have to say I felt the ending was a bit abrupt. it seemed like the whole story 

had built up to this point and then it was just over and done with very quickly. 

On top of this I feel like the entire novel was rushed. There was not enough 

detail added to certain events in the book such as when Meg was in Australia. 

There was also too much new fangled technology involved such as the mention 

of 'Snapchat'. This may be alright now but if someone was to read this book in 

30 years when Snapchat no longer is used, they may be confused. I strongly 

dislike it when authors do this. They mention new crazes and songs of the 

moment that just won’t last for decades to come, unlike books. I don’t mind it 

when authors reference timeless classics like ‘The Beatles’ or Shakespeare but I 

feel it weakens the story when authors write about songs and films etc from the 

last couple of years.  

To conclude, I felt this was a good read that I was able to read in one 

sitting. I recommend it to anyone over the age of 11. 

 

Lux Mackay, age 12 

This is a fantastic book with love and heartbreaks, it is exciting and I 

would recommend it to kids age 10+.  

‘The Apple Tart of Hope’ is about a girl called Meg who lives next to a boy called 

Oscar, they have been friends since they were little, and they sit every night on 

the edge of their window sills talking to each other.  Oscar is a very special boy 

who can sense things and he makes the BEST apple tarts.  One night as they 

were talking Oscar sensed something next to the pier, so they went to see what it 

was; they found a man called Barney.  Later on Meg moves to New Zealand and 

writes Oscar a letter, then Paloma arrives and Meg finds out that Oscar might 

be dead… 

I won’t say anymore, if you want to find out what happens next read this 

brilliant book. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


